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To whom it may concern:

I am writing you concerning the above-referenced case, at the request of my cKent; the Ohio Rail 
Development Commission (‘"ORDC’). The ORDC desires to express its support to the Public 
Utilities Commission of Ohio (“PUCO”) for a variance from the PUCO order to install a cantilever 
at the West Barre Road railroad crossing that is the subject matter of the above-referenced case.

To provide you with the bacl^round behind this request, the PUCO and the ORDC conducted a 
diagnostic review at the subject location on 9/28/2012 based on the hazard ranking of the crossing. 
Tile diagnostic review team recommended an upgrade of the warning devices to flashing l^hts and 
gates, with bells, sidel^hts and a cantilever in the northwest, which should have read northeast, 
quadrant. Also, the review identified limited r%ht-of-wayas a ‘red fl^’ for this project.

Subsequently plans for the warning devices were submitted to the ORDC by Norfolk Southern 
(“NS”) in Apnl of 2013. S^nificant utility impacts were noted. ORDC and NS worked diligently to 
resolve the utility issues through utility relocations and adjustments to the design layout. 
Construction was authorized in June of 2016. Construction of some components of the warning 
system has been accomplished but the gate and cantilever combination unit has not been installed in 
the northeast quadrant.

While preparing for the installation of the cantilever a conflict was encountered in the form of a 20” 
water kne that cannot reasonably be relocated due to the t%ht conf^;uration of utilities in the 
vicinity. The location of a gas vent and r^ht-of-way constraints further complicate the matter. Right- 
of-way acquisition would be needed for the relocation of either the water line or the gate and 
cantilever foundation, and problematically such an acquisition is not eligible for inclusion in this 
federally funded project.

Ihe proposed cantilever is supposed to provide additional visibility of the warning devices for 
vehicle operators in the left turn lane (west turning south). Typically on multi-lane roadways ORDC 
requires that a flashing l^ht be positioned over each inside lane in accordance with the following 
Ohio Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (“OMUTCD”);
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<^C 13 Flashir^li^t si^ials rmy be installed on oterheadstructures or (andkijeredsuppms as sham in Fi^ 80 
1 tshere needed jar addztkmlerr^htsi^ orJbr better dsibditymappK)a<Mng traffic particulariy onmddL^ 
approaches orhi^mays mth prefile restricdons,
and in accordance with the Railroad Hghway Grade Crossing Handbook 2007, published by the 
Federal f%hway Administration (page 100):
A typical iristdladon consists cf one pair cfoxntilecered li^ts on each hi^ernty approach...

ORDC notes the use of the word ‘ma/ in the OMUTCD and ‘typical’ in the Railroad fhghway 
Grade Crossing Handbook When applyir^ guidance in the OMUTCD engineering judgment is 
applied as noted in Section 1A09.02:
This MarmL describes the application of traffic control dedeesy but shall not be a le^l requirement for their 
installation.
and Section 1A09.06:
If siterspedfic conditions lead a^ndes to ckemine that it is inpcssible or irrpractical to conply mth a particular 
Standard and that they must dedate from the Standard at that locauorfsjy the reasons for the dedation shall befidly 
docurrented

Based on extensive efforts by NS and ORDC to find solutions to the engineering difficulties in the 
proposed installation of a cantilever in the northeast quadrant of W. Barre Road, ORDC considers 
it, at a minimum, to be impractical to comply with the typical installation of cantilevered flashing 
lights for the left-turn lane.

ORDC and NS have collaborated in an effort to provide alternative safety measures in lieu of the 
cantilevered flashir^ lights. The proposed alternative is the installation of a standard flashing %ht 
and gate mechanism in the northeast quadrant, and a mast-mounted flashing in the southeast 
quadrant directed to the west bound iefc-tum lane. NS has indicated that the smaller foundation for 
a gate mechanism (compared to a gate-cantilever combination unit) can be accommodated in the 
northeast quadrant.

Therefore, ORDC concurs with the request submitted by NS on April 24,2017 and respectfully 
requests that the PUCO approve the requested variance on this project.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns about ORDCs request. 

Respectfully submitted,

AlanHKlodell
Senior Assistant Attorney General 
Transportation Section

c: Matthew Dietrich, ORDC Executive Director 
Cathy Stout, Manager, Safety Section, ORDC 
Randall Schumacher, Supervisor, Rail Division, PUCO 
Jill Henry, Rail Division Specialist, PUCO


